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	Call off the search: bridging the gap between inspection and selection
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		Sam RussellDecember 2, 2020Customer Experience, eCommerce, SEO, Site SearchComments are off for this post
	
		Sam Russell, Customer Success Consultant at Avolin, looks at the accelerating importance of search in e-commerce, and highlights how intelligent search tools are critical to ensuring retailers optimize conversion rates and drive their revenues   Without a shadow of a doubt, 2020 is the year where ecommerce has reigned. Against a backdrop of year-on-year growth […]
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	Content is King
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		Tim RentowlNovember 11, 2020Customer Experience, eCommerce, SEO, Social Media, Tips & TricksComments are off for this post
	
		Tim Rentowl, VP Product Management at Avolin, looks at how e-commerce businesses can develop quality content to boost sales. With behemoths like Amazon dominating the market, when it comes to e-commerce sites, retailers are looking to powerful online tools to help them claw back some market share. One of the most powerful weapons online retailers […]
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	AI and the Online Economy: a Perfect Partnership
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		Tim RentowlOctober 21, 2020Recommendations, Refinements, Site Search, Site Search Tips, Tips & Tricks, Web SearchComments are off for this post
	
		Tim Rentowl, Vice President of Product Management, examines how AI can deliver real value to e-commerce strategies. While it hasn’t yet reached the outlandish Hollywood depictions, AI has definitely gone mainstream. For many retailers, AI is working hard behind the scenes, transforming businesses and delivering tangible value. With its potential to harness both big and […]
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	Navigating the Search for Peak Sales
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		Tim RentowlOctober 9, 2020Recommendations, Refinements, Site Search, Site Search Tips, Tips & Tricks, Web SearchComments are off for this post
	
		Tim Rentowl, Vice President of Product Management, looks at how online retailers can best prepare for their peak season rush. Black Friday 2019 saw a staggering 93.2 million US shoppers making purchases online, with 83.3 million customers internet shopping on Cyber Monday. The UK saw similar results, with a huge £8.57 billion spent online on […]
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	Using the ‘No Results’ Page to Your Best Advantage
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		SLI SystemsJune 10, 2020No ResultsComments are off for this post
	
		Not every search term results in a rendered ‘Search Results’ page. In fact, many terms site visitors search for will return a ‘No Results’ page for a variety of reasons. For example, a site visitor could be searching for beluga caviar on a gourmet food site, and the site is either out of stock or […]
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	Make Search Make Sense
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		SLI SystemsMay 27, 2020E-commerce Research, eCommerce, Enterprise Search, ResourcesComments are off for this post
	
		Optimizing site search is hard—as is training staff, increasing conversion rates and maintaining retention. The good news is that with properly configured search support, we can gather and act on actual and trend information to better tailor the customer experience. We can also begin to source machine learning and AI to automate many (but not […]
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	Think Outside the Search Box
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		SLI SystemsMay 14, 2020Site SearchComments are off for this post
	
		Set Specific Goals and Plan to Achieve Them As an e-tailer, it’s likely you have very clear goals for your business. Whether you’re focused on increasing new visitors to your site, improving your conversion rate, boosting average order values or you are interested in bettering your email marketing or retargeting ads, you stand the best […]
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	Introducing SLI’s Image Search for awesome search results!
		SLI SystemsAugust 22, 2019Artificial IntelligenceComments are off for this post
	
		SLI Image Search gives you the amazing ability to use a photo to get a match for the actual product you’re looking for!
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	How can I find My Mom?
		SLI SystemsAugust 12, 2019Personalization, RecommendationsComments are off for this post
	
		So, your business is humming along. Thriving, even. But you’re not content with leveling off – you want to boost your e-commerce conversions even higher. What’s the best way to make that happen? Introducing the recommendation engine.
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	Want higher conversions? Use Recommendation engines
		SLI SystemsJuly 15, 2019Personalization, RecommendationsComments are off for this post
	
		So, your business is humming along. Thriving, even. But you’re not content with leveling off – you want to boost your e-commerce conversions even higher. What’s the best way to make that happen? Introducing the recommendation engine.
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